The UC Merced SIAM Student Chapter Presents

**ALUMNI PANEL**

April 30th  |  Time: 2pm - 3pm

During this event the panelists will answer questions from audience participants as well as discuss:

- Choosing prospective career
- Strategies for creating a strong application
- Dealing with challenging aspects of prospective career

**Panelists**

- **Johannes Brust**
  Postdoctoral Researcher at Argonne National Lab

- **Omar DeGuchi**
  Data Scientist at Lawrence Livermore National Lab

- **Rawat Shagun**
  Software Engineer at Google

- **Michael Stobb**
  Assistant Professor at Coe College

Click to Join Zoom Meeting
https://ucmerced.zoom.us/j/89997256456

Direct questions to panel moderator **Radoslav Vuchkov** at
rvuchkov@ucmerced.edu